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              China and Pottery Marks

              
 by   Anonymous 
China and Pottery Marks is a documentary book which provides illustration of marks in the pottery to identify the originating location perhaps the producer mark.  Pottery is traditionally associated with ancient customs and still followed in the contemporary world for preserving ashes of dead persons.  This book is valuable asset for know..
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              The Blizzard in the West

              
 by   Anonymous 
The Blizzard in the West is one of the rare books found in the subject of natural disasters. A blizzard is the effect of strong sustained winds at the speed of at least 35 miles per hour prolonging for a period of an average three hours, resulting in a severe snowstorm.

This book details one of such blizzard occurred in the year 1891, creating e..
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              Pennsylvania Dutch Cooking

              
 by   Anonymous 
Pennsylvania Dutch Cooking is written by anonymous author. Before start to read about the cooking in this book, one must learn about Pennsylvania Dutch, to understand the specialty of this cook book. Pennsylvania Dutch is called so after a group of culturally diversified immigrants formed a region that were arrived from old German speaking regions ..
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              How to Solve Conundrums

              
 by   Anonymous 
A complete guide to solve riddles titled “How to Solve Conundrums”, is leisure read if you are puzzle lover.  Written by anonymous author, this book contains witty sayings such as “Why is Great Britain like Palestine? Because it’s the Holy Land”, “What is the difference between the earth and the sea? One is dirty, the other tidy“ etc...
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              The Ladies Book of Useful Information

              
 by   Anonymous 
The Ladies Book of Useful Information, probably one of the limited books packed with comprehensive list of useful and mandatory information for women. Every woman who reads this book can learn the secrets of youth, beauty and health and can transform the knowledge to generations next, as contents of this book is applicable irrespective of the time ..
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              Food and Health

              
 by   Anonymous 
Food and Health is a book on cooking healthy recipes compiled by various authors.

This book will answer the troublesome question of “what shall I have for the next meal”, with its carefully selected recipes. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has helped many women in acquiring knowledge about food for health. Her fans sent many letters to her..
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              500 of the Best Cockney War Stories

              
 by   Anonymous 
500 of the Best Cockney War Stories narrate the lighter and humorous side of the war time memoirs of fellow soldiers. About 500 stories which are categorized under 5 main themes titled Action, Lull, Hospital, High Seas and Here and There.

Most of the stories are illustrated by the artist Bert Thomas, who is remembered as the best war time artist..
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              A Journal of the Plague Year

              
 by   Anonymous 
A Journal of the Plague Year is work of fiction based on the Great Plague struck London written by Daniel Defoe, an English writer remembered for his magnum opus Robinson Crusoe and other notable writings such as Memoirs of a Cavalier, Captain Singleton, Colonel Jack and Roxana: The Fortunate Mistress.

This work has many controversies such as it..
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